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You can now download the Galaxy S8 wallpaper via the full-sized png embedded below (apologies for the slow paging download time, pngs are dogs) or as compression packs here. There are a total of 18, six in each category: gradients, night skies and excitingly cymlines. Droid Views has a bunch of others and you can see them working in my Galaxy S8 color comparison. Happy wallpaper. Tagged:
SamsungWallpapers Okay, we've explored 5 different ways to change ringtones on your iPhone 8, 8 Plus, or pretty much any device running iOS 11, and boy, it's a slightly difficult challenge. In the process of creating that tutorial, a sneaky thought appears - how much easier to put custom ringtones on the most serious competitors of the iPhone, Galaxy S8, S8 + and Note 8? As you can imagine, Android is
not a walled garden and changing the ringtone of your Galaxy flagship is really a children's game. Here's how: SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER! Editor's note: Hi there! Serenity here on behalf of iMore. I guess you may be wondering Why on earth is iMore, a site that puts a lot of energy into the iPhone, running a review of the latest Android phones? Here's the thing: As much as I personally love my
iPhone and Mac combinations, I also realize that there are a lot of people in this world who don't live in an all Apple ecosystem. For example, if you're a Mac user who loves Android, we haven't really served your needs very well. So we asked one of my favorite Android writers, Florence Ion, to take a look at the Samsung Galaxy S8 from a Mac user's perspective and the tech enthusiast's perspective in
general. While I can still stick with my iPhone during this time, it's a great look at the land of Android and what it offers to users living in the multi-device ecosystem. Enjoy! This is not a revolutionary smartphone release, but is definitely another step forward for Samsung's Android smartphone game. There is no doubt that the Galaxy S8, in addition to its larger Galaxy S8+ partner, will be a hit with the public
this year, even with all the drama on Samsung phones before that. The stunning AMOLED display seems to curve into the chassis Performance is significant enough for fast virtual reality, the camera meets Water Resistance Additional features you will not find on other phones, as the Samsung Pay Rear fingerprint sensor is oddly placed Facial biometrics are difficult to set up and use Bixby , Samsung's
voice assistant, almost no fingerprints. Everywhere. Constantly. It will take some time before Samsung's name is not immediately associated with the fiery battery. The failure of the Galaxy Note 7 is not limited to focused circles technology; Once the airline began banning it on flights, the film reached across the globe – and back again. Late-night homeowners still make jokes about it long after the device
has been recovered. But if Samsung will come back from its Note failure to win back customers who like something other than what Apple's iPhone has to offer, there are no better items than the Galaxy S8, the company's eighth-generation top smartphone. Like the iPhone, Google Pixel and pretty much every other high-end smartphone out there, the Galaxy S8 has two sizes. While Samsung offered a
smaller Galaxy S7 and a larger S7 edge variant last year, the Galaxy S8 and S8+ both use edge screens; The software has also improved, and there are neat new gimmicks that make the phone a delight to use as a daily driver. About this review: I will publish this review after using both the Galaxy S8 and the Galaxy S8+ for six days. Both phones were active on T-Mobile's network in the western United
States during the review; both are also running samsung's latest version of Android 7.0 Nougat. Imperfect phone: I'm still scratching my head about Bixby, Samsung's new voice assistant, and the company's DeX sole (teasing at the idea of making Chromebooks useless). Spoiler alert: I never found out about either of my time with the phone because they're not quite ready for primetime. Assistant Bixby will
ship as a software update later this spring and we are still waiting for details and available for DeX docks. Luckily for Samsung's future in the Android smartphone space, there are plenty of other attractive features of the Galaxy S8 to dive into. First thing: The Galaxy S8 and S8+ have three colors in the US: orchids, midnight black and Arctic silver. Deep, midnight black. What color should I buy the Galaxy
S8 or S8+? The black-on-black Galaxy S8 is positively stunning - done more so with its edge screen which seems to literally cascade down the chassis. I remember using it the other day and marveling at how good it looked propped up in my car leather cover. There's a luxury element exuded by Samsung's latest, and it's a very different look from how Google's stark blue Pixel XL has made me feel. This is
a nice smartphone regardless of the size you buy it. I will not blame you if you feel guilty using this without a case: I definitely did. Even with the Gorilla Glass 5 coating, the Galaxy S8 feels almost too glass-like, the effect of which is enhanced by the thinness of the phone. The Galaxy S8 has corners. The Quad HD Super AMOLED display on the Galaxy S8 and S8+ is excellent: The screen was previously
equipped with a 5.7-inch screen and later a giant 6.2 inches. Both boast the best smartphone screens in their class and DisplayMate agrees. You should keep in mind that the resolution on the Galaxy S8 is higher than you might have ever used, not to mention a curved screen that adds a kind of photo frame effect. Both phones have an 18.5:9 frame rate - the smartphone resolution is usually 16:9 - so
screenshots its appearance will be high and narrow. Say goodbye to physics button, and hello something virtual - or perhaps, theoretical? The Home button is gone on the Galaxy S8 and S8+. It was the first thing that my mother, a real fan of the Samsung Galaxy series, noticed when she saw pictures of the new phone. To that end, I imagine that there will be a lot of other Samsung users (and other
mothers) who will miss the physical Home button that they have come to love all these years. Samsung understands this, however, and has provided a virtual Home button to help satisfy extremist fans. It's not quite the same as Apple's iPhone 7 option: The Galaxy's small square is completely digital, with no physical cutting. But although it's not really a button, it responds and feels like one: You can adjust
its haptic sensitivity and feedback in the settings panel. We are still scratching our heads about Samsung's decision to place the fingerprint sensor next to the camera lens. As a result, Samsung's fingerprint sensor was transferred to the back of the device. If you follow android tech news at all, you may have heard a bit of kvetching about this particular design decision – I'm still scratching my head about it,
too, to be honest. In my experience, the Google Pixel has the best rear-end case implementation when scanning your fingerprint, not to mention the best location. Your experience with the Galaxy S8 will vary somewhat depending on the size you apply. Conversely, your experience with the Galaxy S8 will vary somewhat depending on the size you apply. The Galaxy S8+ requires a little more access to
smaller hands and it can be difficult to scan your fingerprint on your phone's narrow sensor when you add a case. At the very least, the GS8's fingerprint sensor mechanism is faster than the Home button fingerprint scanning method featured on its predecessor. They say that the eyes are windows for the soul, and now, I suppose, your smartphone: You can unlock the Galaxy S8 with them - if you want. I
i.m. recognition introduced in the Galaxy Note 7 has been repeated here, along with full face unlockability. It's true: The Galaxy S8 can read your face, though... not always successful. Some people were able to get the phone to unlock with just one picture of themselves, but I tried that and it didn't work. When I used face unlock in a traditional way, I found that it often didn't identify me, and I would have to
use a backup method to unlock the screen. Let's be frank: The Galaxy S8 is a really powerful device and if you consider it to be your daily driver, consider everything else it can also do. The Galaxy S8 is equipped with an octa-core Snapdragon Qualcomm 835 processor with 4GB of RAM. (Other markets will receive Exynos 8895, made by Samsung.) It was the first smartphone to ship with chips, using a
newer 10nm manufacturing process with more powerful cores running in the background. smaller promises more battery efficiency in the long run, long term, we will have to take the wait-and-see approach to really measure long-term benefits. The processor also supports gigabit speeds, which the big four carriers are all committed to the future. The Galaxy S8 is also prepared and primed for virtual reality,
especially the new Gear VR with remote control (sold separately from smartphones). But even if VR isn't your thing, there are a host of other game-friendly features that come with gs8's premium package: There's a Game Launcher, for example, originally introduced to last year's Galaxy S7. Its interface has been tweaked and you can use it to go full screen or turn off alerts so that no one causes you errors
while you are playing. You can also use the Game Launcher tools to take screenshots of your gameplay to post to YouTube and social media later. There are a few other performance-enhancing modes that you can also unlock through the settings panel, including the video player, which basically increases brightness and contrast in some of your video apps. However, turning on these specific features will
affect battery life, which has been greatly affected by the brightness of the screen. In standby mode, the Galaxy S8 and S8+ will become dreamland. The Galaxy S8's 3000 mAh battery lasts several days with little use, although the Galaxy S8+ seems to have a bit of an edge with a 3500 mAh battery. Either way, there is a certain energy sucked when the brightness of the Super AMOLED display is turned
on. I noticed the battery ran out when I was using the Galaxy S8 for sector-by-sector directions. Like the iPhone 7, the Galaxy S8 is equipped with a 12 megapixel rear camera, although the S7 opens the aperture to f/1.7 and both offer optical image stabilization (OIS). The phone is extremely capable in low light situations, especially if you use the help of built-in manual mode. The GS8 also comes with an 8
megapixel front-facing camera with autofocus and some beauty features that people actually use – I've noticed that many people have softer faces on Instagram during the day and age. I mean, I've smoothed my face in Photoshop as much as the next one, but the way smartphones do it these days can look a bit extreme and a bit too obvious. The camera of the Galaxy S8 comes with an enhanced mask.
Enjoy. Anyway, if you don't blur your pores or choose the angle of a faux spotlight, you can always virtually pop on one of the GS8's enhanced masks. They look and work like Snapchat's filters, and some of them even have music and scenes that take place when you open your mouth or raise eyebrows. They're super fun to use and I'm prepared to see these pop ups all over social media in due time. I
imagine Samsung will launch seasonal filters in the Galaxy Apps store down the line. The small camera interface tweaks of the Galaxy S8 create take more pleasant photos. GS8's camera app has been tweaked a bit since last year, in a it's ever-so-somewhat user-friendly. The shutter button seems to remain the same size, although you can now tilt it left or right to zoom in and out. You'll still have to tap the
screen to adjust the exposure when setting up the scene. The said beauty mode has also been provided for the rear camera, so you can use it when you take pictures of others. Photos taken indoors with the Galaxy S8. Photos taken outdoors with the Galaxy S8. Compared to last year's Galaxy S7, the camera performance is that the Galaxy S8 is merely a subtle improvement. Not that's a bad thing, but
remember that if you were hoping for a major upgrade from last year, that's not happening. However, the Galaxy S8 is a great shoot, and I'm particularly excited to see how it fares on trails and in the wilderness abroad. From my short time with it in the suburbs, I can say Samsung is known for its high contrast image and slightly increased saturation, and for the most part that comes across as a vivid photo.
The colors produced by Samsung's Sony IMX333 sensor are stunning, not to mention that there are fewer overall lens distortions than its Galaxy predecessor. It's not until you zoom in close that you start to see some limitations of smartphone photography, however, and if that's a concern for you, then I recommend using the RAW shooting capabilities of the Galaxy S8 when you're feeling more serious and
then take it from there. Samsung, in particular, has eased up on extreme Android makeovers over the past few years. And while Samsung's cyprus motif certainly exists here, you can choose to remove it on the icons of all non-Samsung apps or apply some other theme of your choice. That's the beauty of Android: if you really don't like something, there are many ways to change it. You just want to put in
the effort. See the Home layout of the Galaxy S8. Fortunately, I don't feel like changing too much on the look of the Galaxy S8. It's a reprise of what Samsung shipped with the Note 7 last year. It's clean, navigationable, and there are very few colors to distract you from everything else. I love that the design model has been pared down significantly compared to the past of the year, because now when I exit
an app I feel like I'm retreating rather than jumping into something deeper. The busy interface can be very overwhelming, but the good news is that Samsung doesn't do it anymore. Samsung pumps a little more life into its Multi-Window capabilities by adding additional options. Samsung's Multi-Window function has been given an oomph, likely in an attempt to keep an edge over what Nougat can now do
naturally. Android's multi-window capabilities are definitely easier to use, but Samsung is more powerful. Not only can you split the screen in half between two apps, but you can also use pop-out screen mode or select an area of the app to attach in Screen. It seems like a lot of cushioning interface, but it was added as an attempt to make the fuller screen of the Galaxy S8 more useful. The Edge panels of
the Galaxy S8 use some of the Note 7's best software features. The standard included Edge panels with S6 edge and S7 edge are now permanent fixtures of the Samsung interface. If you prefer to have a shelf of sorts on your mobile interface, you can use the Edge panel as an application dock of sorts, or to battery your chosen contacts. Edge panels also have some Note 7 tricks, including the ability to
create animated gifs from videos without DRM. I love that these features have made it through Samsung's marquee devices, but the Edge panels can be a bit of a nuisance on the smaller Galaxy S8. I've constantly activated it while panning through Instagram and Snapchat. However, there was no other way to activate the smart select feature, so I made the Edge handle a little smaller in the settings panel.
Bixby is the main software feature that people are talking about when they talk about the Galaxy S8, as it seems to collide directly with Android's Google Assistant (and compete with Apple's Siri). Unfortunately, Bixby doesn't work at full speed until the end of this spring, so we don't yet know if it's a worthy competitor to other assistants, including Amazon's Assistant, Siri or Alexa. There is a button made
specifically to launch this feature, so it's obviously something Samsung really wants you to use. But for now, Bixby doesn't do much to justify its dedicated hardware button. As an app, Bixby works similarly to Google Now: It's a feed of information taken from apps installed on your phone. Some tags include the trending Twitter hashtag, your latest work from the Gallery app, and your schedule of the day.
There's even a Spotify integration that provides quick links to your favorite playlists, which Google doesn't really do. Think of the Bixby feed as more of a launcher than an information launcher, a launcher that you have to manage to make it look and act the way you want – just like you would with any other contextual service. Bixby also uses Flipboard to pull relevant news articles, but if it's not your cup of
tea, you can easily disable it and any other apps you don't want to pop up. Silly, Bixby. That's not a macbook! The rest of Bixby is Vision Bixby. It uses the camera to take pictures of a subject or location, and then it loads up external shopping links or images outside of Pinterest. It works across a variety of audiences, including clearly labeled beauty products and branded electronics. Bixby even managed to
search for information about one of the crystals from my collection, although it did not provide any relevant shopping links. It also confused my Chromebook for a MacBook Pro. Currently, Bixby feels like a half-baked feature of the Galaxy S8, and it's quite disappointing as a tech fan to see a weak implementation for a potentially murderous feature. But that won't for consumers once it comes into operation
and everyone starts using it – just as it doesn't matter how limited Google Now was at its inception. From what Samsung has shown, there is hands-free, we will think-of-it-for-you function to the Galaxy S8. Bixby is not a replacement for the Google Assistant; It's a companion. Samsung DeX is the company's new computer dock: It is said to open up a hidden desktop operating of sorts for the Galaxy S8
series, but is not yet available, so I can not tell you whether it is worth an additional $150 you have to spend on the dock that allows it or not. That said, I can tell you about some extra features that can make the Galaxy S8 seem more worthwhile. There are a number of extra features that can make the Galaxy S8 seem more worthwhile. For one, it's resistant to up to five feet of water in half an hour, so it's
the kind of thing you can bring with you to the bathroom - to play music while you take a wet bath. It also comes with a pair of AKG-branded headphones that are more comfortable than what Samsung used to bundle with its smartphones. The phone also has some software-enabled aesthetics, like the always-on customizable screen, which now features dynamic wallpapers as part of an infinity wallpaper.
Finally, there is Samsung Pay, which is said to be more popular than both Android Pay and NFC-dependent Apple Pay. It works in more places because it uses MST, or safe transmission from. Basically, it identifies as a credit card, which is how it works with even some ancient payment terminals. I can't tell you how many times I've tried using Android Pay on my Pixel, just to hear the saleswoman tell me,
Oh, sorry. It only works for Samsung phones. Ladies and gentlemen, we are nearing our final landing into practice, where Samsung and Apple rule the smartphone land. But it's pleasant here because it means that as consumers we have almost the choice of junk when it comes to worthy mobile devices. As companies confront the fight for smartphone Rules Them All, we can reap the benefits of all those
evolutions and strange little experiments that eventually turn into extraordinary things. The Galaxy S8 is another spectacular smartphone to add to the pile, precisely because it's an excellent representation of Samsung's continued efforts to find a new path. After all, you can't remain the king of the castle forever; Eventually, your reign will end. It is almost as if the Galaxy Note 7 disaster helped put some
things in perspective for the Korean smartphone manufacturer. With so many new and attractive Android smartphones coming soon, and Apple continuing to remove it from the park because of its fan base, it's easy to see Samsung as a company trying a bit of magic. But in the end consumers won't care much about that. What they would be interested in is holding a beautiful phone with a significant battery
life, easy and a camera that has images worth keeping. And for the most part, the Galaxy S8 and S8+ exclude it from the park in all of that category. Type.
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